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A city is rising from the rapids of the ocean off the eroded coast of Lagos. This city is
Eko Atlantic, a supposedly self-sustaining and luxurious artificial island that will bring new
economic opportunities to Nigeria and West Africa. For the first time, Africa will have a new,
modern city that will produce minimal carbon emissions and accommodate innovative buildings
that are on the forefront of sustainability and urban design. Developers of Eko Atlantic predict
that the new city will be an investment to improve the disparity of many citizens in Lagos with
new resources to make it one of the most successful locations in the world. At first glance the
conception of this project can excite anyone of the possibilities developing from this new venture
but, between what the project claims it will accomplish and the reality of the state of affairs in
Lagos, there is more to consider than the polished veneer of a new “sustainably and
economically beneficial” city.
Since Eko Atlantic is still in its phase of construction (projected to be complete in 2015),
this paper will evaluate to what extent its development and future investment will compare to the
criteria set forth by the notions of Just Sustainability.1 The evaluation will consist in
investigating to what degree the environmental impacts of the new city’s urban design and
construction align to the goals of sustainable development as well as if the project’s potential to
bring economic betterment to the current state of people living in Lagos, Nigeria, will comply to
the expectations of environmental justice.
In order to speculate these points we will first clarify the definition of Just Sustainability
and the criteria which this paper will use to judge the efficiency of the Eko Atlantic City project.
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Haughton defines Just Sustainability as “acknowledging the interdependency of social justice,
economic well-being and environmental stewardship. The social dimension is critical since the
unjust society is unlikely to be sustainable in environmental or economic terms in the long run.”2
The term combines the criteria of sustainable development and environmental justice and will be
used to evaluate the success of Eko Atlantic’s claim of “sustainability.”
A century worth of ocean surges from the Atlantic are continually eroding many square
feet of land from the coastline of Lagos. To add to the severity of this situation, land space is
becoming increasingly scarce as Lagos continues to shrink while its population density continues
to grow alongside its vast disparity. In an effort to find a middle ground between these two
problems of a shrinking state and a growing population the Chagoury Group, a West African
conglomerate of construction and development companies, conceptualized plans to create an
artificial island off the coast of Lagos. The project was Eko Atlantic, an environmental
investment with a focus on sustainability. The International Union for Conservation of Nature
(ICUN) interprets sustainable development with a focus to “ensure a better quality of life for all
and that this should be done in a just and equitable manner, to improve the quality of life while
living within the carrying capacity of ecosystems.”3 To determine the sustainability of Eko
Atlantic, we will analyze the efficiency of its urban design and the impact of its construction
process.
Although the project does not provide definite explanations of how the districts of the
new city will produce minimal amounts of carbon emission or how green design will be
integrated in any manner, its city plan will accommodate an efficient electricity generation plant,
a central service system, a dedicated sewage treatment plant, and state-of-the-art
communications on the artificial island.4 In addition to these utilities, Eko Atlantic tackles two
environmental obstacles of erosion and diminishing land by reversing coastal erosion and
relieving some of the pressure on land and resources in Lagos.5 In order to combat coastal
erosion and prevent the Atlantic Ocean from claiming more land the project implements a
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concrete barrier surrounding the proposed site known as The Great Wall of Lagos. Danish
Hydraulic Institute engineered the wall and tested it to withstand storms for the next hundred
years. The problems of diminishing land, however, are of a much grander scale. The Chagoury
Group proposed the project to reclaim land from the ocean so as to build Nigeria’s financial
center and modern infrastructure by dredging. This means that by the project’s completion, 90
million meters cubed of sand will be dredged off shore from the coast of Lagos to develop ten
square kilometers of land.6 The affects of this decision now begin to shift the tone of the project
from sustainable to environmentally detrimental.
While David Frame, managing director of South Energyx Nigeria Ltd (a private partner),
claims the new city to be “sustainable, clean and energy efficient with minimal carbon
emissions,” it appears that the tactics of construction on this new island city are less sustainable.7
Creating the artificial island requires capital dredging of sand for land reclamation. The act of
dredging removes seabed on the ocean floor to use as material with which to build an artificial
island. Disrupting the seabed destroys natural habitats found in the seabed and suspends
sediments of sand that pollute the water of nearby habitats. As a result, sufficient sunlight cannot
reach marine life located further in the depths of the water and suspended sediment clogs the
gills of fish. When these creatures die from insufficient sunlight or suffocation, their
“decomposed organic materials can increase hydrogen sulfide levels in the water, making it toxic.
It is often impossible for an ecosystem to revive after such an event.”8 In the case of Eko Atlantic,
dredging will possibly effect its surrounding physical environment, ecology, and the economy,
politics, and equity of Lagos. Although the artificial island will boost industry, the creation of
new resources, and tourism, the marine life and geological systems will be forsaken for
economic benefit.
Royal Haskoning, supervisors of the marine engineering, provided an environmental and
social impact assessment of the Eko Atlantic shoreline during construction (published 2012) and
determined that the project had minimal to no degenerative effects on coastal, land, human,
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water, or physical environments.9 The report may suggest that the Eko Atlantic dredging is not as
environmentally threatening as previously perceived but it should be noted that the impact
assessment is only a short-term evaluation. Eko Atlantic is still under construction and therefore
its true, long-term environmental consequences are yet to be conceived, much less included in an
initial report provided as a mitigation requirement to propel the project. To observe the potential
outcomes of these long-term environmental consequences and whether they lack compliance to
the standard of sustainable development, we will study existing artificial islands located east of
Lagos in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
On numerous occasions the Eko-Atlantic project has been equated to the global
investment projects happening off the coast of Dubai known as Palm Islands.10 Reports of
environmental conditions during development and post completion recorded the construction
activity as “damaging the marine habitat, burying coral reefs, oyster beds and subterranean fields
of sea grass, threatening local marine species as well as other species dependent on them for
food.”11 The loss of one species affects the biodiversity of all species in the area because
ecosystems exist in an ecological balance. Loss of marine life and disrupted ecosystems are
struggles that the Palm Islands currently face and struggles that Eko Atlantic may on day have to
also deal with. Even though the results of one project may not necessarily predict the outcomes
of another, it cannot be ignored that an ecological change will take place in Eko Atlantic. The
urban design of the new city demonstrates efficiency and careful planning to improve the living
conditions of its future inhabitants while addressing environmental obstacles; but the mere
creation of the artificial island does more harm to its ecosystem than good. For this reason the
construction of Eko Atlantic does not align with the focus of sustainable development.
While we may not yet be able to observe the long-term environmental impacts of Eko
Atlantic we can readily observe the environmental injustice that is taking place as a result of the
project. Severe income inequality existed in Lagos prior to the development of the new city and
continues to persist as the artificial island comes closer to completion. In a city with such great
disparity, political desire to create a financial center in Lagos ran into the problem of limited
9
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urban space. In order to establish Nigeria as the financial hub of West Africa, private interests
decided to move the center onto an artificial island in the periphery of Lagos and sugarcoat the
move as being “sustainable.” Here we analyze the concept of sustainability provided by the
private interest funding Eko Atlantic and the criteria of Just Sustainability provided by the
expectations of environmental justice.
Apart from attempting to protect the coast of Lagos, what is this endeavor truly
promoting? One can argue that the project is not working in the best interest of the urban poor. In
Lagos, so close to the opulence of Eko Atlantic, “two thirds of the city lives in slums with
limited access to clean drinking water, food, roads, electricity, or housing. It is crucial to ask why
slums continue to persist on such a massive scale in the midst of rapid development.”12 Support
for Eko Atlantic comes from the Nigerian government and private investors. The project lacks
public involvement and inevitably lacks transparency for its motives. The government did not
ask residents of Lagos for their opinions or concerns regarding the development of the new city
or what they as citizens would like to see change in their state in order to improve their daily
living. Change needs to occur within the city—building a city outside the critical zone of the
urban poor will provide little to not effect on the general well being of the citizens. It is evident
that the motivation cannot be external but rather it must be internal.13 Harvard International
Review mentions frequently that while Eko Atlantic has the potential to change the status of the
poor, it has an even greater risk of further marginalizing them and making the disparity gap even
larger than it already is.
Sustainability goes beyond the concept of green design. People are an important factor in
establishing sustainable living and their living conditions should be a priority when redeveloping
cities with new industry. Excluding the public from Nigeria’s conversation of a new, modern and
sustainable future weighs heavily towards environmental injustice. This environmental injustice
defines Lagos’ urban poor as people “forced, through their lack of access to decision-making and
policy-making processes, to live with a disproportionate share of environmental ‘bads’—and
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thus to suffer the related public health problems and quality-of-life burdens.”14 The current state
of citizens living in Lagos will not change because a luxury city will be built on its coast; it will
change from within the city with government action that takes into account the lives of the
people it has a responsibility to help.
Eko Atlantic is a global scale project interested in global investments. The project will
continue forth regardless if the poor residents of Lagos experience an economic boost or not. The
mediators of Eko Atlantic assume that the project will bring some sort of benefit to the city
without specifying in what shape or form that benefit will come. The private and the public
sector must cooperate with each other for integral success to take place.15 As Phillips highlights
in the Harvard International Review, Eko Atlantic may not produce the kind of economic benefit
that Lagos so desperately needs for its slums. He further emphasizes that “housing, education,
healthcare, infrastructure, and basic services must all be equally addressed to build a sustainable
city” but none of that is being immediately addressed in the state of Lagos.16 Instead, this
“sustainable city” is being built outside of Lagos apart from where the slums and the poor reside.
How is Eko-Atlantic supposed to help the state if the poor will be barred from entering if
they do not meet a certain standard of elite? Urban poor activists have “questioned whether it
will stand as another symbol of the gap between a corrupt elite and the masses of poor in
Nigeria.”17 Realistically this island will prevent access to the people of Lagos. If the new city is
expected to handle 150,000 commuters in addition to a mere 250,000 residents, who will those
commuters be? Lagos’ urban space is in desperate need of renewal but it appears that the money
which could be used to improve the city is actually much more attractive to private investors
when used to create greenfield development. These “accusations of elitism are also inevitable, as
the promised safe environment could be provided by controlling access into and out of the area
to prevent entry by those considered less desirable.”18 How can the Nigerian government really
expect their city’s poor to benefit from a project that they have almost no chance of accessing?
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These questions no longer ask what methods of sustainable living Eko Atlantic will provide but
rather for whom environmental justice should be served.
Hence, Eko Atlantic exhibits some elements of sustainable development but fails to
comply with the standards of environmental justice. The urban design of the artificial island
enables the project to improve living conditions of its future inhabitants while addressing the
issue of coastal erosion. However, the obstacle of diminishing land calls attention to the fact that
Eko Atlantic’s method of constructing the artificial island does not proceed within the carrying
capacity of the ecosystem. Moreover, while Eko Atlantic may one day “serve as a showcase,
some residents and activists say that its steady electricity, clean water and private security will
offer something still unavailable to the vast majority of Nigerians.”19 Lack of transparency and
public involvement render the project to instigate environmental injustice and require
governmental change to implement Just Sustainability. As Eko Atlantic approaches its
completion, we shall skeptically await the results of its creation.
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